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Abstract—With binary test data, the data rate in each tester
channel equals the clock speed. We propose the use of multi-
valued logic (MVL) signals, increasing the channel data rate to
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I. INTRODUCTION

As predicted in the test chapter of the International
Technology Roadmap for Semiconductors (ITRS) 2011 Edi-
tion [2], the test data volume, already in gigabytes, will
continue to increase. Because a significant amount of test
time is consumed by test data shifting, the variable cost [4]
of total test cost becomes high. We can expect that in the
near future the testing cost will probably overwhelm other
manufacturing costs in IC industry. The need in cutting
test cost is urgent. One solution is to shrink the test data
volume through test compression technology. The simple
understanding of test compression is to squeeze out don’t-
care bits from the test set [19]. Aside from several published
approaches [3], [8], [10], [18], compression technologies
successfully implemented in industry are Dftmax® from
Synopsys and Testkompress® from Mentor Graphics.

Another solution is to increase the speed of test appli-
cation. For the traditional automatic test equipment (ATE),
the rate of test application is the number of test channels
times the clock frequency. So we can either increase the
number of channels or the channel speed, both contributing
to higher ATE cost. Some previous work [5], [11], [16] has
adopted SerDes technology in test application. This approach
reduces the number of channels at the cost of high speed
test channels. We propose a novel test application alterna-
tive. Instead of binary signals, we use multi-valued logic
(MVL) signal to carry test data. The concept of MVL has
been widely used in data communication systems like pulse
amplitude modulation (PAM), which adopts MVL signal
to increase data rate [17]. Similarly, our test application
method benefits from MVL signal to provide increased data
rate on available test channels, without raising test channel
clock. With communication error rate analysis, our method
can increase the data rate on each test channel up to 5.9
times (with 40db channel SNR) of traditional binary test
application speed.

In this paper, Section II gives a brief introduction to
the SerDes technology used in test application. Section III,
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Fig. 1: Simple overview of a SerDes data link.

we propose the MVL signal test application method. In
Section IV, we analyze the potential problem of noise with
MVL signals and give a solution. An error control circuit
ensures the correctness of test application. In Section V,
a sample test application circuitry illustrates the principle.
In Section VI, we do performance comparison with binary
signal transmission and discuss area overheads. Finally,
Section VII concludes this work with a mention of future
possibilities.

II. SERDES TECHNOLOGY TEST APPLICATION

SerDes is the short term for serializer and deserializer de-
vice. In some conditions, data has to be transmitted through
data link with limited hardware or bandwidth, in which case
the SerDes technology is applied. The basic SerDes scheme
is shown in Figure 1. N -bit parallel data are serialized and
transmitted on a single data link. To match the data rate of
the parallel bus, the SerDes link should have N times faster
clock frequency.

Several authors [5], [11], [16] have discussed the use of
a test channel as a SerDes link that feeds multiple scan
chains. Their deserializer is a shift register as Figure 2 shows.
They all assumed the ATE channel speed is multiple times
higher than that of DUT’s slower scan speed. They succeeded
in testing individual DUT with fewer tester channels but
sacrificed the test application speed. If they try to increase
the test application speed, the risen clock frequency on tester
channel will need a faster and more costly ATE, expensive
test fixture and test socket, etc.

III. MULTI-VALUED LOGIC (MVL) TEST APPLICATION

We propose a MVL test application method as shown in
Figure 3. An MVL signal generator converts multiple test
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Fig. 2: SerDes test application method.
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Fig. 3: Overview of multi-valued logic (MVL) test appli-
cation method.

bits into single voltage level at the ATE. An MVL signal
decoder in the DUT converts this voltage level back into
original test bits. A DAC (Digital-to-Analog Converter) and
an ADC (Analog-to-Digital Converter) are the MVL signal
generator and decoder, respectively.

As the DAC is located in the ATE, it has fewer re-
strictions on size and power budget. So, we can choose
a high performance DAC as the MVL signal generator.
Recently reported current-steering DAC [6], [14] is capable
of generating MVL signal for our use. However, the MVL
signal decoders (ADC) are integrated in the DUT and we
must take its area and power needs into consideration.
According to a recent tutorial on ADC technologies for
high speed data communication [13], a SAR (Successive-
Approximation-Register) ADC may be the state-of-the-art
recommendation. If the ATE speed is high (several hundred
megahertz), the SAR ADC would be the best choice. If the
ATE speed is slower (below hundred megahertz), we will
have more flexibility in selecting an ADC.

Next, we should determine the best resolution for data
converters. On the bright side, higher resolution increases
the data rate on test channel. The dark side is that a
high resolution ADC has larger area overhead and power
consumption. And the noise margin of MVL signal shrinks
with the resolution too, which makes the MVL signal more
vulnerable to noise. It is necessary to find a balance between
all factors to maximize the benefit. In the next section, we
bring out some practical aspects like test data volume and
test channel signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) to help us find a
balanced between performance and cost.
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Fig. 4: Communication between 3-bit ADC (one extra
bit) and 2-bit DAC.

IV. FEASIBILITY ANALYSIS

The biggest obstacle in replacing the traditional binary
signal is transmission reliability. The imperfections of MVL
signal generation/decoding and a shrunken noise margin can
greatly increase the erroneous data transmission rate. There
are two main reliability issues (intrinsic failure and noise-
induced conversion error) and we propose an error control
circuitry to resolve them.

A. Intrinsic Failure

An intrinsic failure occurs when the output for any par-
ticular code of DAC falls out of the corresponding code
range of ADC. This is possible due to nonlinearities in
DAC/ADC. We use simulation to study the relation between
intrinsic failure rate and DAC/ADC nonlinearities. Any of
the following conditions is true, an intrinsic failure occurs:

V (n) /∈ {Vref (n− 1), Vref (n)}, n ∈ {1, 2N − 2};
V (0) /∈ {−∞, Vref (0)};
V (2N − 1) /∈ {Vref (2

N − 2),+∞}.
(1)

As stated earlier we have more flexibility in choosing DAC.
As illustrated in Figure 4, higher resolution enables DAC to
have extra codes to choose from so that all of them can be
within the ADC’s corresponding code range. In Figure 5, the
simulation results of intrinsic failure possibility versus data
converter nonlinearities are recorded for an original case (4-
bit DAC/4-bit ADC) and an optimized case (5-bit DAC/4-bit
ADC). It’s obvious that 1 extra bit in DAC greatly reduces
the intrinsic failure probability.

B. Noise-Induced Conversion Error

Next, we analyze how the noise affects data conversion.
We assume that the noise on test channel is white noise. We
define a parameter WER (Word Error Rate) to measure the
performance: the number of erroneous received MVL signals
divided by total received MVL signals. Here, word is defined
as the multiple binary bits contained in one MVL signal
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Fig. 5: Intrinsic failure rate vs. ADC/DAC nonlinearities
with/without extra resolution.

magnitude. Notice that the noise margin is further reduced
with data converter nonlinearities, making WER higher. The
noise-induced error occurs when the following condition is
false:

Vref (n− 1)− Vout(n) < Vnoise < Vref (n)− Vout(n). (2)

where Vout is output voltage of DAC, Vref is the reference
voltage of ADC and Vnoise is the equivalent noise signal in
the test channel.

Using Equation 2 and the definition of white noise, we
can obtain the probability of correctly decoding each code
P(n). Thus, we calculate WER from the average probability
of correct decoding:

WER = 1−

2Nwid−1∑
n=0

P (n)

2Nwid
(3)

Figure 6 shows the relation between WER and channel
SNR for different resolutions, in which differential non-
linearities (DNL) of ADC and DAC are 0.2LSB and 0.1LSB,
respectively. In our simulation, to reach an acceptable WER
of 10−10, the 3, 4, 5 and 6-bit data converter pairs require
36, 37, 38.5 and 40.2 db channel SNR, compared to the ideal
cases of 27.6, 30.7, 34.1 and 37db.

If we can ensure the DNL of DAC to be as small as
0.1LSB, by altering the ADC DNL and channel SNR, we
can get the WER surface in Figure 7. As we move along the
ADC DNL axis, the WER worsens as ADC DNL increases.
When ADC DNL is around 0.4LSB, the WER is high and
increasing channel SNR would not do much to improve it.

C. Error Control Circuitry

The key to ensure the reliability of MVL signal test
application is to know whether the test application is correct.
Based on this core idea, we treat the MVL signal decoder as
another DUT, then the decoded binary test bits become the
test response of MVL signal decoder as shown in Figure 8.
The MVL signal decoder receives an MVL signal and
converts it into test data. As the decoded test data is fed
into scan chains or test decompresser it is also supplied to
an error detection circuitry. In our design, the error detect
circuitry is a MISR (Multiple-Input Signature Register) as
an additional test response compactor. Thus, during the test
both applied test data and test response are compacted.
When the test is completed, we have two signatures, namely,
Applied Test Signature (ATS) and Test Response Signature
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Fig. 6: WER vs. SNR for nonlinear data converters with different resolutions.
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Fig. 8: Test data application interface of DUT with MVL
decoder and error control circuitry.

(TRS). Figure 9 shows the flow chart of a test procedure
incorporating ATS and TRS.

We observe that this compactor may already be present
if the DUT adopts Mentor’s Testkompress® compression
scheme. As discussed in the literature [12], [15], the ring
generator of decompressor works similar to a test response
compactor. As shown in Figure 10 we can directly use the
existing ring generator for compaction without adding extra
hardware.

V. SPICE LEVEL IMPLEMENTATION

We implemented a sample test application circuit using the
TSMC250 technology and 2.5V power supply. It contains
MVL signal generator (4-bit current-steering DAC) and
MVL signal decoder (4-bit flash ADC), which have typical
structures [7]. The MVL signal generator/decoder are capa-
ble of handling 400MHz clock frequency. Figure 11 shows
an exhaustive 4-bit MVL signal generated and decoded, as
obtained through Spice simulation [1]. The clock speed is
400MHz. The output bits are loaded in flip-flops at the falling
edge of the clock, so that the loaded bits are identical to the
encoded data. The purpose of this simulation was to verify
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Fig. 9: Flow chart of proposed test procedure with ATS
and TRS.
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Fig. 10: Integration of error control circuitry with EDT
compression method.

the functional feasibility of the mixed-signal scheme. Hence
no noise or device nonlinearity were introduced.

VI. PERFORMANCE AND OVERHEAD

The test channel data rate equals to ATE channel fre-
quency for binary signal. By sending/receiving data with
MVL signal, the test channel data rate becomes ADC
resolution times ATE channel frequency. Next, we define
the probability of whole test being correctly received as
CAR = (1 − WER)

T
R , where T is test volume and R is

ADC resolution. A possible strategy is to retest the device
when a decoding error occurs. If K is the maximum number
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of retests due to decoding errors, we can get the final
probability of whole test being correctly conducted with error
control as:

CARec = 1− (1− CAR)K . (4)

Accounting for the additional time for retests, the data rate
ratio XT between our method and binary communication is:

XT =
R ∗ CAR

1− (1− CAR)K+1
. (5)

Suppose, we choose 35db and 40db channel SNR to look
for WER value from Figure 6, set 1Gb and 10Gb test volume
options and pick maximum number of retests as K = 1 and
2. Then we get CAR, CARec and XT as shown in Table I.
We observe that CAR should be above 80% for a reasonable
test. For example, for a 6-bit ADC, 1Gb test data and 40db
channel SNR, the WER is 98.35%. With a maximum of K =
2 retests, only 0.03% DUTs get the incorrect test data and
the test time is shrunk 5.9024 times.

The overhead of our scheme is the on-chip MVL signal
decoder (ADC) and a test response compactor (compactor is
not necessary when Testkompress® [15] is used). Although
the ADC implemented in previous section may not perform
as well in saving area and power, a recently reported state-of-
the-art ADC [9] only takes 0.0015mm2 and 34fJ/conversion-
step, which enables the possibility of using MVL signal in
test application.

VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

This work proposes a novel test application technique
using MVL signals, in which the data rate per test channel
scales up with on-chip ADC resolution (5.9 times in a sample
case). The error control circuitry is developed to ensure the
reliability and hardware reuse with EDT compression [15]
decreases the area overhead. The MVL method has ad-
vantages over the SerDes alternative. As the technology of

mixed-signal data converters advances in the future, these
advantages will become more pronounced.

As the maximum number of retests, K, is increased
beyond 2, it is possible to discern between an intrinsic
error and a noise-induced error. This topic is currently being
investigated.

Work is in progress to experimentally demonstrate the
MVL test method using the Advantest T2000GS ATE at
Auburn University.
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